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[Begin Erin Cescutti Interview] 

 

00:00:01 

Sara Wood:  Okay so it’s August 1, 2013. And I’m Sara Wood with the Southern Foodways 

Alliance and I’m sitting here with Erin Cescutti at Brightside Farm. We’re in Atlanta—East 

Atlanta does that sound right? 

 

00:00:14 

Erin Cescutti:  Uh-hm; yeah. 

 

00:00:16 

SW:  And so Erin I’m going to have you go ahead and say hello and introduce yourself for the 

tape. 

 

00:00:20 

EC:  Okay; I’m Erin Cescutti and I farm here at Brightside at Oakleaf Mennonite Farm. I’m 

currently leasing land, two acres from a Mennonite Church just a mile and a half from East 

Atlanta Village. I do most of their annual fruits and—and vegetable production and we also have 

animals on the property which interns from the church community care for. 

 

00:00:49 

SW:  And so before I forget, can you tell me your birth date for the record? 
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00:00:52 

EC:  Sure; April 27, 1981. 

 

00:00:56 

SW:  And can you start by telling me where you grew up and sort of what—what it was like 

where you were and if you had people in your family who had farmed or any relation to farming? 

 

00:01:09 

EC:  Sure; yeah I grew up in Rome, Georgia which is about sixty miles northwest of Atlanta. So 

yeah I’m a Georgia native and still farming in Georgia. So I grew up in somewhat of a—a small 

town. There’s a lot of farmland around it, more conventional really than anything, so I—I don’t 

have any really immediate family that are farmers but definitely more in like my great-

grandparent generation or their parents definitely. Some farmers in Alabama mostly like cotton 

and that kind of thing because my grandparents have told me stories about going to visit the 

relatives in Alabama and picking cotton and that kind of thing. 

00:01:56 

 But I do come from a long line of—of avid gardeners. My—I was lucky enough to know 

two of my great-grandmothers. One of them is actually still alive, so—and she is like ninety-

three I think she just turned and still gets out in her garden and probably has about a—I would 

say maybe about 1,000 square-foot garden and she actually—the first time she came out to the 

farm here she was really sore from—she had been hoeing like the day before so [Laughs]—so I 

guess it’s somewhat—somewhat in my genes.  
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00:02:34 

SW:  What’s her name? 

 

00:02:35 

EC:  Her name is Rosa, the one that—that is still living yes. 

 

00:02:40 

SW:  And is her last name Cescutti? 

 

00:02:40 

EC:  Gilreath, and she—her—they—she actually still was living on a farm, I guess like she got 

married really young so I’m pretty sure they were still kind of—kind of farming and he was—her 

husband who I never knew but he was kind of doing other work as well but—yeah. 

 

00:03:05 

SW:  Would you garden with her? 

 

00:03:06 

EC:  I—I didn’t ever—I mean I haven’t been living in Rome for quite some time, but I did 

garden a lot with my—I was closer to my mother’s mother and she—her mother as well. I stayed 

with her a lot in the summer and she was—she was a gardener for sure. [Laughs] 

 

00:03:29 

SW:  And do you remember what—the kinds of things that she had in her garden? 
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00:03:31 

EC:  Yeah; I mean I feel like my great-grandmother, I remember more with—more about 

ornamental flowers with her, with my—my grandmother on my maternal side—my maternal 

grandmother. I can remember—and my grandfather as well, who in retirement has gotten more 

into gardening, they always have at least a few squash plants, tomatoes typically, and my 

grandfather has really gotten into zinnias lately. He’s really protective of them and if he gives 

you seed he wants to get seed in return—that kind of thing. [Laughs] But—but I remember—I 

specifically remember potatoes and—and then kind of just the squash and tomatoes that I 

mentioned but I remember—I had a lot of friends near the house that they lived in where I spent 

a lot of time, so I always kind of—kind of piddling around with them but usually wanting to go 

play with my friends, so. I don’t really have a lot of like specific memories about doing anything 

you know—the plants, but—. 

 

00:04:39 

SW:  And what were—what are your grandparents’ names? 

 

00:04:42 

EC:  Jack and Barbara Dye. 

 

00:04:44 

SW:  And your parents’ names? 

 

00:04:45 

EC:  Diana Wall and they’re actually divorced, so my mom is Diana Wall and Richard Cescutti. 
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00:04:53 

SW:  So you grew up in Rome and I mean, how did you—how did you get into this farming 

thing? 

 

00:04:58 

EC:  Yeah; I—actually I studied horticulture in college. I went to the University of Georgia and I 

kind of—I knew that I wanted to do something with plants. I—when I was in high school I 

just—I got more interested in—in doing kind of yard work around—around the house and stuff 

like that. I did a lot of containers for my mom and that kind of thing. But and then worked at—at 

a—a historical garden in Adairsville, Georgia before going to the University of Georgia and—. 

So I definitely knew I wanted to do something with plants. I just loved growing things. 

00:05:34 

 But I really—when I was in school I was more focused toward ornamental plants. I 

thought I’d be at a—maybe a botanical garden or some type of garden. I also liked the 

greenhouse side of things. But I guess my tastes just kind of changed over time, like I got more 

interested in food when I was in college and just experimenting with you know different things 

and eating different things that I had never had and so it was really many years. I graduated 

from—from the University of Georgia in 2004 and it wasn’t until 2010 that I actually started 

working on a farm.  

00:06:13 

 I did have—it’s funny; I had a garden in my boyfriend’s backyard because he had a house 

in Athens so I was actually able to have a little bit of land to grow some things on it and I had a 

vegetable garden and it just even at that time never dawned on me that I would ever you know be 
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growing food for a living, but—. It’s kind of weird. I guess I just thought I would always do 

something with—with flowers. 

 

00:06:38 

SW:  What—just taking a step back; what—why did you love the idea of working with 

ornamental plants so much? 

 

00:06:45 

EC:  [Sighs] I think—well I guess it’s just the—maybe the first thing that I experienced more of. 

I think it was probably just the immediate beauty of—of flowers and that they just always 

seemed to make people happy as kind of cheese as that sounds. [Laughs] And it made me happy 

and I just enjoyed, it’s funny I just—I don’t know. My mom always says that I never looked 

happier than when I’m digging in the dirt, so—. [Laughs] Yeah; I guess that’s really—I guess 

that’s really it.  

 

00:07:23 

SW:  And so when you started planting—you had a vegetable garden and what—so after that, 

after you left school and you worked in—and did you work in—you worked in the botanical 

garden before you went to college? 

 

00:07:37 

EC:  I worked at a—several different gardens but yeah. I worked at a—it’s—it was actually a 

historical property and they had gardens surrounding it. It was a house that was in ruins. It’s 

called Barnsley Gardens; it’s now a resort, but this prince from Germany like came in and 
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bought the property and put in all these—it’s a pretty exclusive resort now, a golf course, spa—

that kind of thing. But it’s—it’s a really beautiful property; it’s kind of in the middle of nowhere. 

But that’s—yeah that’s the first garden I ever worked at. And then while I was in school in 

Athens I worked at the State Botanical Gardens for a little while and I did my internship after—

my internship for college at Planting Fields Arboretum in State Historic Park in Oyster Bay, New 

York.  

 

00:08:33 

SW:  Oh wow. 

 

00:08:34 

EC:  Yeah. [Laughs] 

 

00:08:35 

SW:  So then you came back here to finish school? 

 

00:08:39 

EC:  Yes; or—or it was—it actually worked out that my internship was like the summer after my 

last semester, so I was kind of really done with school and then I did my internship—it was like 

the final thing that I had to do.  

 

00:08:52 

SW:  Did you want to come back to Georgia when you were done? 
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00:08:54 

EC:  I did. I’m really close with my family and my—I have a brother who is half my age, so 

he’s—we’re fifteen years apart and I really wanted—it was kind of a—when actually when I 

started college my mom divorced his father at that time, so it was kind of a transitional time for 

them, and I really wanted to be a part of his life, so I definitely wanted to come back. And also I 

was in a relationship at the time. I loved—absolutely loved living on Long Island and especially 

in Oyster Bay and being that close to the city. It was like a forty-five-minute train ride and—and 

that was really fun. I had friends that—that lived in the city, too and thought a bit about staying 

there. But you know because I wanted to be closer to home, I—I did come back. 

 

00:09:45 

SW:  And what is your brother’s name? 

 

00:09:45 

EC:  Jackson. 

 

00:09:47 

SW:  So at what point did you turn a corner and say okay; I’m—I would like to be a farmer? 

 

00:09:52 

EC:  Well I was working in some restaurants for several years before I began working at Love is 

Love and— 
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00:10:04 

SW:  Here in Georgia? 

 

00:10:07 

EC:  Yes, yeah it’s actually no longer open but it was—it was actually a Spanish-style restaurant 

[Interview’s note: the name of the restaurant was Cuerno. It’s closed.] and so I kind of—I was a 

server and the—there actually wasn’t an entrance. It was like in a mid-rise so there wasn’t an 

entrance—back entrance to the kitchen so the—when they brought food through it always came 

through the front door so we always saw it. And I kind of saw some—I had been talking for a 

while to some friends about like maybe growing herbs or something for restaurants or doing 

something like that, and I talked about it probably for a good year before I really made a move. 

[Laughs] But I guess that really just kind of—I actually even in between that time, I’m sorry. It’s 

kind of confusing but, went to school for a little while to be an esthetician and then just decided 

that wasn’t for me either and so I was definitely trying to find myself you know in my like mid—

early and mid-twenties and just seeing some—I mean some things they ordered from you know 

more, I guess, commercial or whatever organizations, food distributors, but you know there were 

the occasional I guess that was kind of when the whole farm to table thing was starting to come 

about so there were what I felt like were local farmers coming in to bring produce. And it really 

stood out to me and I was—you know since my interest in food had kind of evolved and I was 

like, “Maybe this would be a really awesome thing. I’d love to get some experience.” 

00:11:44 

 So I—I actually just I even looked at—I was actually I think between Georgia Organics’ 

website which is a great reference to just look at farms. You can you know like search by zip 

code or whatever, I looked for farms that were within a—a reasonable distance from where I was 
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living and just kind of picked through where I wanted to—to possibly work at and I sent out 

several emails and just I was really looking to volunteer my time in exchange for experience and 

at that time Joe [Reynolds] of Love is Love [Farm] was looking for interns. And I think that’s—

it was the first year he was having internships. 

 

00:12:30 

SW:  And do you remember the—the first conversation you had with him about getting started? 

 

00:12:35 

EC:  I do. I actually went to visit him on the farm like the February before I started working 

there in April and I remember one of the first things I said was that I remembered—I 

remembered in school going to visit like plant nurseries and it—you know the—the owners 

would talk about they hadn't gone in vacation in like ten years and they work all the time. And I 

was like, “You know I really think I’m interested in farming but I just don’t know if I want to—

you know it to be my whole entire life or like a lifestyle.” And Joe is like, “Oh, it really doesn’t 

have to be that way. [Laughs] And I’m like you know a few years later it’s kind of that way 

but—but yeah I remember—and he had me work with him a little bit which I think is typically 

what he likes to do, I later found out, you know which it makes sense. You know you kind of see 

some—you know someone is really going to work or if they’re—you know they just want to you 

know—I don’t know, not really put—do everything it takes to—all the hard work it takes. 

00:13:37 

 But so yeah; we—I think we were turning some beds in—in a high tunnel and clearing 

out some—some weeds on like a slope near the chicken coop and so we just kind of talked about 
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a little bit about the—the food movement and—and Joe’s experience and—and that kind of thing 

and what I was looking to do, but—. 

 

00:14:03 

SW:  What were—what was going through your mind or what were your first impressions when 

you started working on the farm and actually doing that kind of work? 

 

00:14:09 

EC:  I—and I was actually—when I started I was working part-time—part-time at the farm and 

then working part-time for my mom who is a mortgage loan officer, so I was a loan officer 

assistant in order to—it allowed me flexibility and enough income to—to be able to try out this 

idea that I had of—of getting experience on a farm. So that—that was challenging but I 

definitely—it was—a lot of you know—a lot of physical labor which I had been pretty used to or 

had some experience with working at gardens, but I definitely think it was getting—I think that 

was probably the hardest part at first just getting over that and getting used to um, I guess mostly 

getting used to the physical labor and then—. But I mean I—I really enjoyed it. I loved being a 

part of what they were doing and—it was my—I didn’t really know much about CSA 

[community-supported agriculture] so I was totally take away by—by that whole idea and—and 

program and I knew pretty quickly that I at least wanted to—to try doing it eventually on my 

own. And so it’s funny, I—after that year I—I talked to a friend of mine whose family has a lot 

of land and tried to talk them into letting me experiment a little bit and that kind of fell through. 

And then the next year I worked for Joe. I went back and like, “Please let me work for you 

again.” [Laughs] 
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00:15:55 

 So then I—after that year I think I found someone else I tried to talk into letting me 

experiment on their—being from Rome it’s like you know a lot of people that have a lot of land, 

you know so— 

 

00:16:08 

SW:  And why—were people just not into the idea of that or were they nervous about it? 

 

00:16:11 

EC:  I think they—well, I know with one—one of the properties, the—it was actually on—their 

home was on the property and—and the husband was—is really interested in it and thought it 

was great and the wife was kind of like, “I don’t really know if I want to have people around and 

you know who are you—who is going to be coming with you to work?” And—and that, so I 

think they had some definite concerns and I think it was their home and she kind of wanted it to 

be you know tidy and felt like that might be—maybe it felt a little invasive. I’m not really sure. 

00:16:53 

 But my friends, the property that was my friend’s family, her parents, and they actually—

her dad trains horses, and yeah. I think originally they—they were just like oh yeah. I’m like, 

“You know I’m kind of thinking about just starting with like a quarter of an acre,” and once we 

kind of got there and starting looking at the—the size of the land and then he—you know they 

had a tractor so I thought that was going to be a great addition but it—you know then he decided 

it was not very dependable and—which I think might have just been you know maybe a way of 

like backing out a little bit. [Laughs] But you know I think—so I think at first they just kind of 

thought—because they didn’t—they knew a little bit about what I had been doing but I think at 
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first they just thought it was going to be a lot smaller and then—and not that a quarter of an acre 

or even a half is really that big but I think they were a little surprised and maybe like, “Oh, I 

thought it was just going to be you know like your typical small home garden plot at first,” so—. 

They were kind of like, “Oh, I don’t know. Maybe not.” 

 

00:18:06 

SW:  So then you went back to work with Joe? 

 

00:18:08 

EC:  Yes; and that’s—yeah. That—and then that year I was working—that’s when I started 

working full-time. 

 

00:18:17 

SW:  And what year was that? 

 

00:18:17 

EC:  At the farm—so that was last year, 2012 I worked there full time. 

 

00:18:23 

SW:  And you—you worked with—the first time you went to learn that was 2009? 
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00:18:28 

EC:  Two thousand ten I—in April of 2010 I started part-time at the Glover Family Farm 

property and then 2011 was at Gaia [Garden], the first year at Gaia and then 2012 was full-time 

at Gaia. 

 

00:18:47 

SW:  Did you just sort of fall in stride with the work? I mean after you went back and worked 

with Joe for the second time you—were you—I mean were you getting—because I know land is 

an issue for a lot of younger farmers. It’s you know there’s no access to land but you have all this 

ability so you know getting the land is half the battle. But—but when you went to work with Joe 

did you start thinking that maybe this is something you would want to try to do full-time if you 

could? 

 

00:19:15 

EC:  Yeah, it definitely was. It was just a matter of—I mean I knew that it—it was something I 

wanted to try to do full-time eventually and—and Joe knew that too and you know so it—I think 

it was just a matter of finding the right place or situation but—because I have a few—few 

restraints like my husband’s business in Atlanta so I can't really move—at the time I can't really 

move very far away. He’s not willing to move. He wants—he’s a city person and he wants to live 

in the city, so it’s one of the—one of the issues, so— 

 

00:19:53 

SW:  And what’s his name? 
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00:19:53 

EC:  Daniel, and— 

 

00:19:56 

SW:  What’s his last name? 

 

00:19:58 

EC:  Rodriguez-Restrepo. He’s from Colombia.  

 

00:20:02 

SW:  I think I read somewhere that—does he have a background in agriculture? 

 

00:20:04 

EC:  He does, yes. He actually studied agriculture in Colombia. He’s from Meta En and worked 

in—on a farm for a little while and then in Israel for a little while in a Kibbutz farming. But does 

not want to—I mean he comes and does things at the farm but he kind of—there’s little projects 

that he just likes to do and there’s not a whole—I don’t try to pressure him into doing anything 

more than what he just has his mind set on. So but I mean he’s been a huge help, I mean even 

just helped supporting me in other ways is—is big. 

00:20:40 

 But yeah, so I—I definitely knew that I wanted to eventually do it full-time and I guess 

like even my first year while I was still part-time when—when Joe was farming at Gaia just 

going from part-time to full-time and just seeing more of the everyday, it all kind of comes 

together a little more. It’s kind of hard when you’re there like two to three times during the week. 
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It’s—you don’t get to exactly see the rhythm of it all and I was learning—I was definitely 

learning more, you know, getting more experience on the tractor and—and that kind of thing. 

 

00:21:21 

SW:  And so how did—how did this opportunity here at Brightside—how did this happen for 

you? 

 

00:21:27 

EC:  So I was—I guess it was around August of last year, of 2012 when—when I first visited the 

property and about that time you know I was—I had kind of been talking with Joe about you 

know we were just kind of brainstorming on—on where—what the next move was for me and 

trying to find land or some type of opportunity in farming. And the pastor from—John Wierwille 

from the Church from Berea Mennonite Church had called John [Interview’s note: Joe Reyonds] 

and told him that you know they were looking for a farmer so we came out and looked at the 

property, I think it was sometime in August. And so it—it just—it’s—I think it’s a beautiful 

piece of property and it’s a great location. It’s just a—I can—it allows me to have CSA members 

pick up here at the farm and it be pretty convenient for most people. And I’m within ten minutes 

of the—the one market that I’m doing right now and within about fifteen of the—minutes of the 

other market that I might eventually do. 

00:22:51 

 So for me it was really a matter of, you know it was a good size for me. I—I was 

interested in—in the fact that there would be animals on the property and kind of seeing how that 

all came into play but not really having to do anything [Laughs] myself since it was going to be 

my first year trying to do the—the vegetable production, and—and location I think. 
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00:23:19 

SW:  Were you nervous at all to—the idea of doing this like taking this on yourself or were you 

kind of ready to go? 

 

00:23:26 

EC:  I was extremely nervous. [Laughs] I mean I was—I was ready to do it but I was definitely 

the—the winter was very overwhelming and just not really knowing what to expect and so yeah I 

was definitely feeling overwhelmed for most—and still—and still am [Laughs] most of the time.  

 

00:23:47 

SW:  And how—I guess I want to ask you a little bit about the farm in a second, but I mean it’s 

been almost a year—actually it’s August 1st, so anyways, I was trying to think back—August—

you know how—how has your—how has it changed for you being a farmer in this last year like 

the things that you—the surprises that have come up that maybe things that you didn’t think 

would happen did for the good or for the bad or challenges or kind of just how your expectations 

have kind of—things that have happened that are outside your expectations or maybe everything 

was par for the course? 

 

00:24:27 

EC:  I think—well I—I tried to prepare myself as much as I could. I mean I saw all of the work 

that Joe did and it’s pretty much constant and so you know but I think it’s—I think it was all of 

the work that goes into it definitely exceeded what I even—what even my expectations were. So 

I think it’s just been challenging—you know well, working for him it’s you know I finished my 
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tasks. I could go home for the day and I didn’t really have to think about you know what else had 

to be done like everything was planned out. You know I would come to work the next day and I 

would have whatever I needed to do for the day. 

00:25:04 

 But so that’s definitely been a challenge is just getting used to the fact that you know you 

never really cross anything off your list. It’s just—which I guess is maybe that way with a lot of 

jobs but I guess that’s just really been challenging for me.  

00:25:25 

 Whether it’s been a difficult year I don’t—you know other than—than obviously the 

flood year after Joe’s experience with that, but I think I was so new to everything that I probably 

didn’t even quite realize how challenging it was. But that’s definitely been—because there is a 

definite like timing and rhythm to farming and there’s not a whole lot you can do about weather 

and it’s just—sometimes it’s just like a puzzle and it doesn’t quite fit together the way you want 

it to. [Laughs] So— 

 

00:25:58 

SW:  How do you deal with that because I—you know I hear all these stories about how you just 

don’t know and you know everything is riding on this certain thing and I just wonder how you 

deal with it as a farmer? 

 

00:26:08 

EC:  Sometimes not very well and other times [Laughs] I think I have my, you know my ups 

and downs with it. I—sometimes I—you know it’s like a lot of anxiety with that but you know I 

don’t—I don’t know that I always deal with it very well but I’m hoping that—that is something 
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that kind of comes with more experience is just—and it’s something that I promised myself 

when I went into this year is that I wasn’t going to you know freak out about what was out of my 

control, but I’ve totally freaked out about it. [Laughs] So I haven’t—I probably haven’t done too 

good a job of that so hopefully that’s something that comes along in the future. [Laughs] 

 

00:26:50 

SW:  So much rain this year though for you guys. 

 

00:26:52 

EC:  Yeah, absolutely. 

 

00:26:53 

SW:  How—can you talk a little bit about the story of this particular farm like how this got 

started and was it always part of the church? 

 

00:27:03 

EC:  So they—the church, Berea Mennonite Church, the—the congregation kind of came 

together and—and I guess being—being a Mennonite congregation a lot of them grew—a lot of 

the members grew up on farms and I feel like that’s just kind of like steeped in their religion, like 

just farming and I think you know stewarding the land and taking—caring for God’s creation I 

think is how they like to put it. 

00:27:36 

 But so they started the farm or started breaking ground in 2010, like the—the field right 

behind us here closest to the church was actually a gravel parking lot up until that point. 
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00:27:48 

SW:  Really? 

 

00:27:49 

EC:  And then actually kind of right where it starts to slope down was all wooded and this was 

all woods as well so they kind of had to level this out. So they’ve done a lot of work and there’s 

also an addition on this side of the property that’s leased from the Atlanta Public School System. 

So it is a fairly new farm. They—the animals are—are an even newer addition. They received a 

grant from the National Resource Conservation Service to do a—a grazing grant and so the 

animals are new this year within just a few months and the goats just in a couple of days. 

[Laughs] So— 

 

00:28:30 

SW:  Really? 

 

00:28:31 

EC:  Yeah; there’s all— 

 

00:28:33 

SW:  They’re comfortable out there. 

 

00:28:34 

EC:  Yeah, but let’s see what else? 
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00:28:37 

SW:  So did they start the farm specifically just for people in the congregation? 

 

00:28:42 

EC:  They—so I think the way it’s been explained to me is there is a field that’s off the side of 

the greenhouse that’s—I guess it’s around a couple thousand square-feet that they—they were 

growing things just for the congregation members to use the space and for—for their 

consumption. So that’s kind of how it started and then they kind of looked at it I think as a way 

to like I said, you know kind of care for the—the land that they had been given and—and also as 

a way I think somewhat to be a profitable venture for the church. They—the original farmer was 

Mennonite and they’ve had a few farmers since then before me that—that were not and—. But 

so I think originally it was just kind of started as something that they did for themselves and then 

eventually they decided to expand and— 

 

00:29:52 

SW:  Are you part of the congregation? 

 

00:29:53 

EC:  I’m not, no. 

 

00:29:55 

SW:  Now is that something that they—I mean are—were they okay with that? I mean obviously 

you’re the farmer here, but I mean— 
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00:30:00 

EC:  Yeah. 

 

00:30:00 

SW:  —is that something that they wanted to keep in the—like keep the farmer in the 

congregation? 

 

00:30:05 

EC:  Yeah; and I actually—I definitely asked that question too when we were kind of discussing 

the lease arrangement and—and the future of the farm and—and not at all. They just want 

someone who—who is going to you know do a good job pretty much and be able to—they’re 

always very concerned about am I able—is this a sustainable living you know for me and things 

like that. So I—I think more than anything they—they just want someone that’s going to really 

care for the land.  

 

00:30:33 

SW:  And can you talk a little bit about what the community is like here? I mean you know when 

I was driving from that end it—there’s a lot of fast-food restaurants. I mean is there—do you 

think that there’s—you know in your—in Atlanta as opposed to being out in like Winterville you 

know you’re very close to the city. Do you think there’s a need for this here in the community? I 

mean do they try to help you know there’s the CSA members, but I’m wondering if there are like 

a mix of people in the congregation and the community; I mean do—is there some kind of 

benefit to the community outside the church that you know reaps the benefit of the farm? 
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00:31:08 

EC:  Right; and they—one of the things that actually the—the—the church does well they have a 

few young members that have started the—what they call the neighbor’s garden this year and 

they—it’s actually a permaculture design that one of the members of the church is a 

permaculture specialist and has a business. And so that—anything that’s grown there is—is 

either given to neighbors or donated to a food bank and also it—they encourage people from the 

community to come and plant things or tend for the garden and I think that since it’s their first 

year doing it I think—I hope eventually that more of that will come about but it just you know 

not so much right now. But and they do, there are certain things. We’re talking about eventually 

having like maybe a little farm stand here, and I don’t know how difficult it would be. It’s 

something that we’re trying to look into more but possibly seeing if it’s possible for us to accept 

food stamps or even—or SNAP [Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program] benefits at the 

farm. So but there’s other—there’s a great—you know the East Atlanta Village Farmers’ Market 

is just a mile and a half in the other direction from where all the fast-food restaurants are and—

and they do have the Wholesome Wave program there and everything so there’s a lot of great 

local really truly local farmers’ markets in different communities of Atlanta that I feel like are 

making these areas less of a food desert. I think it’s just—and I’m not—I don’t know everything 

and I’m sure there’s a lot more people that could speak more to that, but I—I feel like it maybe is 

just something that takes time to get—to get people to find out about those programs and—. But 

definitely I mean, I think there’s definitely people that just stop by because they’re like, “Hey, I 

see you guys out here and we just want to see what you’re doing,” and you know people that are 

in the community. And it’s definitely a—a transitional community which a lot of areas in—in 

Atlanta are like, especially this close to the city. 
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00:33:31 

SW:  Have you—I—it’s only been a year but have you noticed any changes in—in the 

community just the year that you’ve been here in terms of the transition? 

 

00:33:41 

EC:  Hmm. No, yeah not really. I feel like that’s kind of probably happened more in like 2004 

when the—the housing boom kind of started before the crisis. [Laughs] So yeah, I think that’s 

kind of just been a gradual thing over a few years, yeah.  

 

00:34:09 

SW:  Can you talk about some of the things that you grow here and—and who you grow for like 

who—? 

 

00:34:14 

EC:  Yeah; so I just do a variety of seasonal vegetables and I usually say annual fruits because I 

don’t do any perennial fruits so it’s you know pretty much leaves it at—well we treat 

strawberries as—as annuals so strawberries and watermelons—melons and that kind of thing. 

But so I—what I’m actually—like cultivating on is—is about an acre and so I have a—a CSA, a 

Community Supported Agriculture program with twenty members that pick up here at the farm 

both full shares and half shares and then there’s another small farmers’ market in East—the East 

Lake Community of Atlanta which is different from East Atlanta Village [Laughs] but it’s just—

it’s just a few miles. I guess that would be more east, very close to Love is Love, at Gaia 

Gardens and so I drop off a few bags. Their market is on Saturday mornings and I drop off some 
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bags for nine members that pick up there. And then I also sell at the Grant Park Farmers’ Market 

on Sundays. 

00:35:26 

 And so a lot of my CSA members right now are—are members of the congregation. 

There is also a language garden. The Language Garden Pre-School that operates out of one of the 

church buildings so it’s a Spanish immersion pre-school; some of the families from the school 

are also in the CSA, friends and family in the area are mostly what I’ve started with. I kind of—

with it being my first year I wanted to keep it pretty small so that I didn’t get too overwhelmed. 

[Laughs] But yeah— 

 

00:36:00 

SW:  I’m just wondering because this—this whole, like this whole year, the SFA’s program is 

about women in work and food, I mean what kinds of reactions do you get from people being a 

woman farmer. Do you get some strange reactions from people or do they—? 

 

00:36:14 

EC:  Definitely; yeah it’s funny. Just I think it was—mostly at farmers’ markets I feel like. 

Sometimes when people come to the farm, you know I feel like they—like if there was like—

sometimes there’s volunteer groups that are more on the church side of things or something like 

that and it’s just—I think people definitely have an idea in their head of what a farmer looks like 

and I know at a few farmers’ markets a few weeks ago my husband was actually helping me set 

up and there was an older gentleman asking him something about the produce. And he was like, 

“Well, my wife is actually the farmer. She has just stepped away for just a second and she’ll be 
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right back.” And I walked up and he goes, “You’re not the farmer. [Laughs] You don’t look like 

any farmer I’ve ever seen!” And so that was funny. 

00:36:59 

 And then that very same day someone else asked me you know they’re like, “Well, you 

don’t actually grow this stuff, right?” [Laughs] So which it didn’t even click with me. I thought 

he meant like that I purchased it somewhere and sold it at the market, so I was like explaining it 

to him that you know, “No, the market is very strict. You know it’s kind of the—you know that 

you’re actually growing what you sell,” and he was just like, “No, I mean you’re not actually like 

growing—like physically growing it?” And I’m like, “Oh, yeah and I’m the farmer,” and yeah. 

[Laughs] So but so definitely I think so, but I think I’ve gotten that a little bit I feel like 

throughout my—. My husband says it’s because I look too clean at the farmers’ market. 

[Laughs] But it’s one day to kind of clean up a little bit you know [Laughs], but I definitely feel 

like I got that even like working other—other places in the industry and horticulture. It’s like just 

I don’t know, people not thinking. I guess I look like a delicate weak person, I don’t know. 

[Laughs] People always think I can't you know lift certain things and so I just tell them I’m a lot 

stronger than I look but—. 

 

00:38:10 

SW:  Do you—I mean you—you grew up in Rome, but are you—do you have a lot of people? I 

mean there’s you know you read all these stories about how there’s this younger generation 

taking over for—because the farmers are aging, you know the farmers who we grew up with are 

aging out, I mean do you—do you sense especially here in the Atlanta area is there a sense that 

there’s a group of younger more—like there’s more female farmers? Are there any kinds of 

trends like that—that you’re seeing personally? 
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00:38:39 

EC:  I know a lot of—I mean what I feel like is a lot of female farmers and I don’t know that I—

I guess the only time I’m really somewhere where there’s a lot of other farmers from other states 

too are like at conferences like maybe the Southeastern Horticultural—Southeastern—Southern 

Sustainable Agriculture Working Group, the SAW Convention. And there’s a lot of women 

that—women farmers that speak on the panel too, so I definitely think that there’s a trend. I—I 

feel like a lot of the women farmers I know farm with their partners, too, so maybe it’s just you 

know more of a joint thing. But I definitely—yeah I definitely see a trend I guess. [Laughs] 

 

00:39:31 

SW:  Well after this first year I mean what kinds of—going forward into the next year what 

kinds of things do you think that you’ll do differently or you’ll—you’ll keep the same or things 

that have really worked for you well this year—both sides? 

 

00:39:44 

EC:  Yeah, well that’s interesting. I was just having a meeting about our—renewing the lease 

and everything so I’m—I feel like a lot of it is just—like they were kind of challenging me to—

to—on like what—in what ways am I going to you know kind of increase my profits and that 

kind of thing, and everything I was thinking about for next year was more like farming side of 

things like how I can improve my farming skills I guess. So I mean I definitely think—I mean 

there’s certain varieties of certain plant—you know certain crops that I definitely you know have 

worked really well, either people get really excited about or even—I do have—have started 

selling to some restaurants and the restaurants are really excited about it, so— 
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00:40:40 

SW:  What restaurants? 

 

00:40:41 

EC:  Well I just—it was kind of a tough spring so I’ve actually just started—mostly tomatoes, 

started selling to restaurants. Farm Burger, I partnered with King of Pops for the Killer Tomato 

Festival, and BocaLuppo. I feel like there is one more. I think that’s it—so far. 

 

00:41:08 

SW:  What is it like to have to balance that because I don’t think people who—people who don’t 

farm I don’t think they understand you know you—you’re farming but you’re also having to take 

care of like the business side of things? What is that like for you to—to strike that balance? 

 

00:41:20 

EC:  I guess—I would definitely say the business side of things are my—my weakness. So 

and—and maybe not my focus too, probably somewhat of a fault. Like with everything else I 

hope it’s just something I get better at and I kind of look to other people like especially Joe who 

is my mentor with pretty much about everything to do with farming. [Laughs] So I hope some of 

his—you know business ideas rub off on me, but I—that’s—I guess it’s just—it’s—that is 

challenging finding a balance between the two because I—you know it’s not something that I 

don’t like necessarily don’t look forward to doing when I have to do things on the business side 

but there’s definitely always things I could be doing outside on the farm. So I think it’s just kind 

of wanting do more of that and—and less of the—the business side of things. 
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00:42:28 

 I think it’s good if you can find—I can definitely see where having a partnership with 

someone that—that is—has strengths, you know different strengths in those two areas that you 

can kind of get a little—little help with those kinds of things. Huh, what else—? 

 

00:42:49 

SW:  How many people besides you—so you’re full-time here. How much help do you have? 

How many people actually help you? 

 

00:42:54 

EC:  Well it’s been—it’s been a pretty crazy summer. [Laughs] So I’ve had like—what is pretty 

much a full-time position that’s been anywhere from like four to five people at different times 

throughout the week. So it—but it’s kind of most—a couple of the summer positions are—are 

coming to an end. I also had a—an intern from Emory Servant Leadership Program so she 

worked with the church part-time and then with the farm—farm side of things part-time as well. 

00:43:31 

 So it’s really just kind of a few—like two work-share members that get a discount on 

their CSA, some volunteers on occasion, and then Max, who works here at the farm [Laughs], 

also works with Joe at Love is Love, so he works with me one day and then works most—

other—I think the rest of the week with Joe. So it’s basically like a full-time position that I kind 

of create with three to four people.  

 

00:44:03 

SW:  Rotation. 
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00:44:04 

EC:  Yeah. 

 

00:44:06 

SW:  And I just have—forty-five minutes here; I just wonder if you could walk—I don’t know if 

there is a such thing as a typical day for you but can you kind of walk me through like what a day 

is like for you out here on the farm like what time you get up and what—like what your day is 

like? 

 

00:44:26 

EC:  Yeah, I’m not a morning person, so usually I get here around 8:30. I usually check my 

emails first thing at home and do a few things on the computer that I need to do you know either 

just returning emails or sending emails for restaurant availabilities that kind of thing. So like 

today it was—and on—on the day of the CSA pickup it’s making sure that everything has been 

packaged for the CSA pickup usually—I kind of have a two-day harvest schedule so it’s usually 

harvesting things throughout the day. I don’t—so I guess for example today it was harvesting in 

the morning and then I don’t know. Well [Laughs] sending the CSA email and I should probably 

just start this over. 

00:45:42 

 Okay, so a day [Laughs]—it would be great if I could get like stuff done in—in the fields 

obviously in the morning but sometimes it’s better to do harvesting then—so it’s usually just 

making sure all the harvesting is done kind of first thing and then doing any other weeding or 

planting or field work that needs to be done. 
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00:46:16 

SW:  I’m wondering what—I only have like a couple—just like one or two questions left for you 

but what do you love most about this work? 

 

00:46:26 

EC:  [Laughs] Well I guess I just love mostly being able to—to be outside and—and growing 

things. And it’s just an added benefit that I get to actually know the—the people, most of the 

people that—that eat the food that I grow so I think more than anything for me it’s just—I’ve just 

always kind of had the love for growing things and I like that it is—I mean sometimes it can be 

probably one of the most challenging things this year has—has been managing people too. I 

definitely think that’s not really anything I’ve ever had to do completely.  

00:47:19 

 So that’s been—and just managing you know my time, too has been pretty challenging. 

But what was I answering? 

 

00:47:32 

SW:  Oh what you love most about this? 

 

00:47:33 

EC:  Okay, but so yeah I think just—just being able to—to grow—to grow food. 
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00:47:49 

SW:  What is your—your said it was your great-great grandmother who—the ninety-six-year-old 

great—? 

 

00:47:56 

EC:  Ninety-two yeah. 

 

00:47:56 

SW:  Ninety-two, sorry. What does she think of you being a farmer? 

 

00:48:01 

EC:  My family has all been really supportive. Like they tell me pretty much every time I talk to 

them that they’re—they’re really proud of me and she has visited the farm once and she thinks 

it’s great. And my grandmother actually tells me that she tells everybody [Laughs] like what I’m 

doing and so I think she really—she loves it. And it’s funny though because all of my 

grandmothers like to think that I got—you know like that I got the gene from them or you know. 

[Laughs] So it’s kind of funny. 

 

00:48:33 

SW:  Is there anything else you want to add that you think is important about your role here or 

farming or farming in Georgia? 
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00:48:45 

EC:  Gosh; I think it’s really—I think I’m in an interesting situation here getting to work with—

well especially my location because it’s—it’s so centrally located to the—to the city and a lot of 

people want to come to the farm. And so I get to—to meet a lot of people that way and just being 

able to—to work with a lot of really great people even on the church side and—and kind of see a 

lot of different—a lot of different people interacting with each other and kind of—I mean since it 

is so young kind of trying to create this beautiful place and in somewhat of an urban setting. 

 

00:49:46 

SW:  And we’re in—is this considered East Atlanta? 

 

00:49:49 

EC:  Yeah, I—it’s—it’s technically Southeast Atlanta. It’s inside of the perimeter but we’re just 

a mile and a half from East Atlanta Village. I think it’s still technically East Atlanta, like the 

neighborhood. 

 

00:50:07 

SW:  I just wondered. You can see how well I navigate Atlanta. [Laughs] I don’t really have my 

head wrapped around it. 

 

00:50:11 

EC:  I don’t think there is a different—there’s you know so many different little neighborhoods 

and I—I’m pretty—we’re like right on the border and I don’t—. I think this—like if you see the 

street signs it has like the neighborhood name above it and I’m pretty sure it’s still—because I 
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don’t they have it on—on these signs here, so [Laughs] I think we’re like right on the edge of 

East Atlanta technically, the—the neighborhood East Atlanta. 

 

00:50:35 

SW:  And there’s two quick things just for reference. How did you meet your husband? 

 

00:50:39 

EC:  We actually—he was coming to Atlanta to visit his sister who was in school here and we 

had mutual friends. And so I just actually met him on his like first time here coming back from 

Israel. So we definitely had you know the agriculture thing in common, so it was just through—

through mutual friends and we actually knew each other for several—several years like five 

years before we really started dating. 

 

00:51:19 

SW:  And what was the name of the restaurant? You mentioned the—the Spanish-style 

restaurant. 

 

00:51:26 

EC:  I worked at Cuerno which is—it was a restaurant group—it was owned by the same 

restaurant group that has Fritti and Sotto Sotto and Escorpion I think—Escorpion are now 

restaurants that are—are in the city. 

 

00:51:45 

SW:  And I don’t think I have anything else. Is there anything else you want to add here? 
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00:51:48 

EC:  I don’t think so. [Laughs] 

 

00:51:49 

SW:  Well thank you for doing this. 

 

00:51:51 

EC:  Thank you.  

 

00:51:53 

[End Erin Cescutti Interview] 


